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FITZHUGH LEE WARREN. 
PETITION FOR WRIT OF ERROR FROM THE COR-· 
PORA·TION c·ouRT OF DANVILLE, VIRGINIA~ 
To the Honorable Justices of the S~tpreme Court of Appeal.~ 
of ViTginia: · 
Your petitioner, Howard Baise, shows that he is aggrieved 
by the final judgme~t of the Corporation Court of Danvjlle, 
entered against him on the 25th day of February, 1931, 
in an action at law in which Fitzhugh Lee Warren was plain-
tiff and your petitioner was defendant. 
The record accompanying this petition will show the fol-
Io·wing facts: 
THE FACTS. 
On the afternoon of the 27th of September, 1930,' a clear 
day, ~oward Baise was driving his Model T Ford ·Roadster, 
which had been converted .into a light delivery truck, in a 
westerly direction along one of the main traveled stah~ high-
ways in Harnett County, North Carolina. 
At this point the main highway was wide and practically 
level. So~ d~sta:g.ce. ~heacl, in the direction in which Baise 
was traveling, the main highway was crossed at fight angles 
by a county road. The main highway ran substantially east 
and west and Baise was proceeding west. The county road 
which crossed the main highway ran substantially north and 
south. 
.·• 
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To Baise's right, that is towards the north, the view or 
this intersecting county road JVas obstructed by a filling sta-
tion and store, ·located in the northeast ·cor1;1er formed by 
the intersection of the two ,rdads. , . ",-- ) 
In the direction Baise was proceeding a. car, entering the 
main highway along tpis county road ~rom the north, could 
not be seen until it was practically in the line of travel along 
the main highway. . 
Baise Imew of the existence of this highway and testifies, 
he was driving his Ford car under full:control, at a reasoil-
able and moderate rate of speed. Sitting on his right, as 
an invitee, was the plaintiff, F.itzhugh Lee Warren. As Baise 
reached the intersection a car, driven by a Mrs. WebRter, 
suddenly emerged from this county road int_o the main high-
way; the two cars collided; and. the guest, Warren, received 
the greater part of the. impact from the other car and re-
ceived injuries for which he instituted this action, resulting 
in judgment in his favor for $3,000.00. . 
The North Carolin,a Ia w p~ovides that it. was the duty of 
the driver along the county road, Mrs. Webster, to stop be-
fore she entered the main traveled highway and- there· wa~ 
located on the county road along which she wa;s t;rav~li;ng, a 
sign warning of this la,v. Had Mrs. Webster obeyed this 
law of North Carolina, it lnust be conceded that no a~ri­
dent w.ould have occurred. . · 
The law of North Carolina also provides that in passing 
such an intersection it was the duty of the driver along the: 
main high,vay, Baise, ~o procee<} at a speed not greater tba]).. 
15 miles per hour. There is evidence from which the jury 
cc;>uld have found that Baise was proceding at a higher rate 
of speed than 15 miles an hour, but no evidence that. he was~ 
proceeding at a speed which would constitute negligence ex-
cept for the statute. · 
Baise, p. 25 of the record, as to the a<;tual accident, testi-
fied ·as follows : 
''Gutting this motor off I think when I came tb the inter--
s-ection I was making 20 to 25 miles an hour. At the rea-r, 
of this storehouse was ·a field of corn. It must have been-
14 or 16' feet. high. Was as tall as any corn· I eve-r sa,v. 
At the rear of the cornfield was a. swampy place and willows· 
and sycamores. The road crossing this main highway No. 
53 was not visible. to a party going north like I was until you 
got right on it. The trees· and then the cornfield and the 
storehouse was, I would say, 50 feet. Big. country store-. 
two stories. ··1 think they had a hall on the upper story;. _t\.t· 
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the left across the railroad was lumber piles and furtlter 
on up were lumber piles but the road was visible. ..A. party 
going west like this lady was that met me at the intersection, 
you would not see her until you are right on her. Don't think 
I was as far as the length of that rail from the center of the 
intersection before I saw her. The storehouse came right 
out of the road and there was a gas tank and ~n this lJtli-
ticular day there was a crowd of people there. I don't know 
whether they wer~ paying off or not but there W«?re more 
people there than all the times I ever passed there. I sup-· 
pose I have passed there at least 50 times. I saw this lady 
when I was right on her. She was on a Model A and I ·was 
on a Model T. I think she was making 35, possibly 45 an-
hour. Looked to me like she was flying. I could not stop us 
close as I was to the intersection. I did not know what to 
do and the thought came to me to go to the left and trr.. 
to shoot by and I pulled down on the gas lever. Model T 
answers to gas right quick. Coming up off of this road, 
which is a county road, coming up on to· 53, is a little rise.· 
I would say 2 ft. rise and 15 feet long, possibly more. I was 
right in the center when I saw this lady-was driving "'ell 
over to the right of the road. Of course going across the 
road made the distance a little greater, but right jn the cen-
ter, possibly a little one side 'vas a rough place. When she 
saw me I don't know what she said. · ·She turned loose the 
steering wheel and threw up her hands and sa.id something 
sounded like ''0 Lordy'.'. It is hard to tell everything that 
happens at a time like that. When· she turned the wheel 
loose . the car came on and hit this rough place. It seemed 
that the Highway Department had torn up a little of the 
road there. Her right fore wheel hit that and cut her a little 
bit so she hit me sideways and. the force of the irnpact-
I don't know what part of the car it was on, but it tore the 
bumper off. The bumper was the first place i.t hit. . 'rh~ 
bumper was where the fender and running board join to-
gether and it stove in the side of the car and jammed the d<'or 
so I could not get ft open. In fact, it has not worked since. 
Knocked down both wheels on the right. The rear it did not 
knock down entirely but I had to get a new wheel. Knocked 
the whole front. end of the car and bent the frame. And 
when her Ford hit there coming slantways her car and my c~ 
were moved up 30 feet before we stopped. Did not either 
car turn over but her Ford seemed to swap ends and the 
rear bumper stove around and went down in a briar patch 
and that took her off the main highway and she went down 
that main highway 75 feet across the swamp and hit the fence 
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post and stopped her car. Mr. Warren he was on the ·seat 
by me.'' · 
ERRORS ASSIGN:fi~D . 
. 1st. The failure of the court to set aside the verdict upon· 
the grounds that the evidence conclusively showed that· the 
alleged negligence of Baise in proceeding at a rate of . speed 
in. excess of 15 miles an hour, which was the only negligence. 
relied upon, was not a pro~ate .cause of the accident. 
2nd. The refusal of the court to give Instruction No. 8, 
p. 41 of the record. 
3rd. The refusal of the· court to give Instruction No. 5, 
p. 41 of the record. · 
4th. The ·refusal of .the court to give In.structiou No. 10, 
p. 41 of the record. · 
5th. The amendment of defenc1anPs instruction No. 4 as 
set out in bill of exception No. 5, pag~ 42 of the 1·ecord. 
6th. ·The. ·giving of the instructions offered for the plain-
tiff, being Instruction A, Instructions Nos. 1, 2,. 3 and 4, pp. 
as and . 39 of the record. 
ARGUMENT. 
· All of these specific errors assigned can be conveniently 
discussed as follows: 
. The record will show that the plaintiff relied ·solely upon 
the violation of the statute of North Carolin~ as the neg:li-· 
gence upon which recovery should be allowed. The-re was no 
evidence tending to show that there was negligence arising 
from the lack of ordinary care on the part of Baise. IIis 
negligence, if any, was technical in that he is alleged to have 
violated the statute of North Carolina. 
The. position of the defendant was that, even though such 
negligence existed, the plaintiff had. not carried the burden 
of showing that such negligence was· a proximate cause of 
the accident but that the accident happened solely as~a result· 
of the negligence of Mrs. Webster, the driver of the car on. 
the county road. . 
The .defendant contended that the statute of North Oaro-
I • 
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lina relied upon was a statute enacted for the protection of 
pedestrians and traffic along the highway so far as the ques-
tio!l of speed was concerned, and that Baise owed no duty 
to Warren, his guest, to comply with this statute of North 
Carolina, of which he had no actual notice or knowledge. 
The only duty he .owed Warren was to use· reasonable and 
ordinary care under the circumstances. 
· The· court, however, disregarded this contention by the 
giving of instructions for plaintiff and refusing tltosc offnred 
for the defendant and, in effect, instructing the jury that the 
violation of this statute was negligenqe per se, for which 
there could be recovery regardless of whether or not such 
violation was a proximate cause of the accident. 
Instruction A, given for the plaintiff, found on p. 38, in-
structed the jury "that the fact that ~Irs. Webster, the drlver 
of the other car, may have been negligent does not preclude 
Warren from recovering from Baise, if the jury believe, 
from the evidence, that Baise was also negligent, and that his 
negligence concurred in producing the injury''. The court 
had instructed· the jury in Instruction No. 1 for the defend-
ant, that there could be no recovery unless Baise was guilty 
of negligence which was a proximate cause of the accident, 
but Instruction A, given for the plaintiff, was indirect con-
flict with Instruction No. 1 given for the defendant. 
To emphasize this error Instruction No. 4, as offered for 
the defendant, set out the same rule, but the court, over the 
objection of the defendant, amended that instruction so as 
to add ''that is, that the negligence of Baise, if any, concurred 
in no degree with her negligence to produce the injury". 
(P. 42.) (Italics ours.) 
The court's attention was speeifically called to the fact 
that Instruction A disregarded entirely the question of proxi-
mate cause and that the amendment to Instruction No. 4 
emphasized the error. (P. 42.) 
. The real point at is.sue in the case was this. It was con-
tended by the plaintiff that the accident was solely caused 
by the negligence of Baise or that it was caused by the con-
curring negligence of Baise and Airs. Webster. On the other 
hand, the defendant contended that the accident might have 
been caused so]ely by one of two causes, for one of which, 
viz., the negligence of Mrs. Webster, defendant w;as not liable, 
and for 'the other, negligence of Baise, defendant would not 
be liable unless the evidence unquestionably showed that 
the alleged negligence of Baise was the proximate and uot 
the remote' cause of the accident. · 
The latter part of Instruction No~ 5 says : 
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"That is to say that if the accident did not proximately 
result from the neglig·ence of Baise or if, after hearing all 
of the evidence, the jury think it just as probable that the 
accident did not result from the negligence of Baise as it 
did so result . from his negligence, then the jury must find 
a verdict for the defendant.'' 
The instruction undertook to tell the jury that if they were 
in doubt as to whether or not the accident proximately re-
sulted from the negligence of Baise and they could not de-
termine from the evidence whether it did or not, they must 
:fi_nd a. verdict for the defendant. 
It is submitted that this instruction correctly stated the 
law. It is directly in line with· the decision in 
· Bassett &; Co. vs. Wood; 146 Va. 6611 
in which the court stated the followi~g: 
''It is settled law in Virginia that the violation of an ordi-
nance or statute does not make the violator guilty of neg-
ligence for which damages may be recovered unless the act 
was the proximate cause of the injury. The doctrine in that 
respect being that. the h:tw regards the immediate or proxi-
mate cause which directly produces the injury, and not the 
remote cause which may have antecedently contributed to it. 
In order for the negligence of the party violating the -ordi-
nance to ·be contributory or concurring it must have some 
ipmlediate causal connection or be. the proximate cause of 
the injury. If, while. one is negligent-perhaps the expres-
sion should be, in a state of negligence-another negligently 
employs an independent force, which, availing itself of the 
occasion afforded by the former's negligence, works a harm 
not its natural and probable consequences, but an independent 
harm, the first negligence is not contributory to the second.''. · 
Southern Ry. Co. vs. Bailey, 110 Va. 833-845, 67 S. E. 365; 
Miller Mfg. Co. vs. Loving, 125 Va. 255, 99 S. E. 591; 
Stamdard Red Cedar Chest Co. vs. Monroe, 125 Va. 442, 99 
S. E. 589. · 
Also Digest of Virginia and West Virginia Reports, Vol. 
7, page 678: . r" . 
''Where injuries may ]lave resulted from one of t~o causes,. 
for one of which d~fendant is responsible and !or the other 
i. 
I 
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of which he is not responsible; plaintiff cannot recover un- · 
less he shows that the injuries resulted from the cause for 
which defendant was responsible. 
(}ray vs. N. <t W., 11 Va. Law Reg. N. S. 7 47; 
Davis vs. Ellis, 146 Va. 366, 126 S. E. 658; 131 S. E. 815;' 
Honaker vs. Whitely, 124 Va. 194, 97 S. E. 808.'' 
Instruction A turned tl;te jury . completely ·loose to .find a. 
verdict against Batse upon their belief of the mere fact that 
Baise was guilty -of negligence and that· Warren was in-
jured, regardless of whether or not this negligence of Baise 
proximately concurred in producing the injury. 
Instruction No. 4, offered by the defendant, appropriately 
and. correctly, it is submitted, presented this rule, for Instruc-
tion No. 4 told the jury that, regardless of whether Baise 
was guilty of negligence or not, if the negligence· of Mrs. 
Webster was the sole proximate cause of the accident, there 
should be a verdict for the defendant, but the Court added 
to the instruction, over the objection of the defendant, these 
words: 
"That is that the negligence. of Baise, if any, concurred 
in any d_egree with her negligence to produce the injury.'' 
.: 1·: '" .• T I 
Now it will be observed that these two instructions a·s · 
amended entirely ignore the doctrine, that the negligence of· 
Baise must have been the proximately concurring cause of 
the injury. The jury could never have ·understood fr.om 
these instructions that . they must -beli~ve tha.t the speed of 
Baise's car was the proximately concurring cause of the in-
jury. Instructio'n A, ~s given, and Instruction No. -4, as 
amended, are in con:fP,ct with Instruction No. 1, given for the 
defendant, and were, it is therefore respectfully submitted, 
confusing and misJeading to the jury. · 
It is respectfully submitted that the Court was in error 
in giving, over the objection 9f the defendant, Instruction 
No. 3. This instruction had absolutely no application to the 
case as there is not even a suggestion in the record that any 
person was on or traveling over, upon or across said high-
way who was a party to this action. Nor is there the slightest 
suggestion that the f-ailure to give a. signal with bell or horn 
in any ·way contributed to or caused th~ accident. The jury 
by Instruction No. 3 was left to assuine and guess whether 
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' any such negligence was in any way the proximate cause 
of the accident. 
It is respectfully submitted that the Court erred in re-
fusing to give Instruction No. 8, offered by the plaintiff. 
This instruction was not covered by Instruction No.1 and its 
refusal emphasized the error in giving Instruction No. 4 for 
the plaintiff. Instruction No. 8 undertook to set out that 
the negligence must be established by affirmative evidence 
and that the burden to establish this negligence rests upon 
the plaintiff. No such statement is anywhere contained in-
any instruction which was given and it is in effect negatived · 
in Instruction No. 4. · 
It is respectfully submitted that the tranc;cript of the tes-
timony, which 1s herewi~h submitted, affirmatively shows that 
the sole proximate cause of the accident was the negligence 
of Mrs. Webster and, regardless of the speed of Mr. Baise's 
automobile, that is whether it had been 5, 10, 15, 20 or 25 
miles an hour, the accident would nevertheless have occurred, 
and, therefore, the case, as to the speed of the automobile is 
clearly within the ruling in 
Carleton vs. Boudar, 118 Va. 521; 
Ambrose vs. Y oun.q, (W. Va.) 130 S. E. 810; 
Lavenstein vs. Maile, 146 Va. 789. 
Upon the whole case and to show the error committed by 
the Court, your petitioner relies with confidence upon the de-
cision in 
Virginian Ry. Co. vs. Haley, 157 S. E. 776 (March, 1931). 
In that opinion Justice Epes, speaking for the Court; fully 
approved the following statement of the law. 
''This rule, universally applicable when a recovery is 
sought for breaches of common-law duties, is equally ap-
plicable when a recovery is sought for the breach of a statu.: 
tory duty, unless the statute, expressly or by necessary im-· 
plication, provides that a recovery may be had where damage 
occurs coincident with or following the · violation of the 
statute, though there be no causal connection between the vio--
lation of the statute and the damage which occurred. 
'No action can be maintained upon an act of negligence; 
unless the breach of duty has been the cause of the damage; 
The fact that the defendant has been guilty of _negligence 
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followed by an accident, does not make him liable ·for the 
resulting injury, unless that was occasioned by the negli-
gence. The connection of cause and effect must be estab-
lished. And the defendant's breach of duty, not merely his 
act, must be the· cause of the plaintiff's damage.' 1 Sherman . 
and Redfield on the Law of ;Neg. (5th Ed.), Paragraph 25. 
'All authorities agree· that the plaintiff cannot recover upon 
mere proof of his injury. . Coincident with the defendant's 
breach· of a statute or ordinance. • e • Insuch a case, the 
action would fall for want of connection between the defend-
aut's negligence ·and the plaintiff's damage. The plaintiff 
must prove that the brea~h of regulations was the proximate 
cause of his damage. That will not be presumed. And, there-
fore; non-compliance with a statutory requirement, l}.owever 
stringent, affords no ground of action, if compliance there-
with would not have prevented the injury.' 1 Sherman and 
Redfield on Law of Neg. (5th Ed.), Paragraph 27. · 
Mr. Freeman in his valuable note on Proximate Cause, in 
36 Am. St. Rep. 807-861, ·at page 817, says·: 
'The general rule is that, if a breach of a statute is relied 
upo:ri by the plaintiff as a cause of action he must show not 
only that he is one of the class for whose benefit the statute 
created a duty, • * • but, also, that th~ breach of the ~tatute 
is the proximate cause of the injury : * * • ''The question 
is, was· the breach a causa sine qua non, a cause which, if it had 
11ot existed, the injury would not have taken place.'' * • •· 
'rhe doctrine in some e~rly cases, that a breach of statutory 
duty was evidence not only of negligence, but also that ~ncb 
negligence caused the injury complained of, is now aban-
doned.' · 
In 2 Elliott on Railroads (3d Ed.), paragraph 842, p. 227 
(section 711 of 1st Ed.), the au~hor says: 
'The rul~, supported by the weight of authority, is that 
wliile one who violates a statute or an ordinance may be re-
garded as a wrong-doer, and the-act regarded as negligence, 
still it may or may not be the proxh::nate cause of the injury 
complained of according to the facts of the particular case. 
• * • It· is generally· held, and this we regard as true doc.trine, 
that the element or· proximate cause may be established, and . 
that it will not necessarily be presumed from the fact that 
an ordinance or statute has been violated. Negligence, no 
m~tter in what it consists, cannot create a right of action un-
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less it is the proximate cause of the injury complained of 
lly the plain tiff.' ' ' 
Petitioner avers that a copy of this petition was delivered 
to the Hon. Hugh T. Williams, Counsel for the plaintiff iii 
the trial court, on Aug. 18, 1931. 
Counsel f-or petition desire to be heard orally on the ap-
plication for writ of error and supersedeas and will adopt 
this petition as their opening brief. 
Wherefore your petitioner prays that writ of error and 
supersedeas may be granted him and that said judgment may 
be reversed and judgment entered for the defendant. 
Your petitioner will ever pray, etc. 
Respectfully, 
-HOWARD BAISE. 
By HARRIS, HARVEY & BROWN, 
Counsel. 
HARRIS, HARVEY & BROWN. 
Virginia, 
City. of Danville, to-wit: 
. I, the undersigned attorney at law, practicing in the 
Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia, do certify that in ri:ty 
opinion there is error in the judgment complained of in the 
foregoing petition for which said judgment should be re-
viewed and reversed. 
MALCOLM 1{. HARRIS .. 
R.eceived August 20, 1931. 
H. S. J. 
Writ of er:ror granted; supersedeas awarded. Bond. $4,noo.oo. Oct. 10, 1931. 
E. W. HUDGINS. 
Received Oct. 19, 1931. 
H. S. J. 
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VIRGINIA: 
Pleas before the Judge of the Corporation Court of Dan-
ville, at the Courthouse thereof, on the 25th day of Feb-
ruary, 1931. 
Be it remembered, that heretofore, to-wit: On the 21st 
day of November, 1930, came Fitzhugh Lee Warren, by his 
Attorney, and filed in the Clerk's Office of the Corporation 
Court of Danville, his Notice to recover judgment against 
Howard Baise, which notice is in the following words and 
figures, to-wit: , 
''NOTICE.'' 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that I shall, on the 8th day of 
December, 1930, at 10:00 A. M., or as soon thereafter as I 
may be heard, move the Judge of the Corporation Court of 
the City of Danville, Virginia, for judgment against you in 
the sum of ten thousand ( $10,000.00) dollars due to me by you 
for damages I sustained by reason of your negligence under 
the following circumstances, to-wit: · 
Tl}.at heretofore, to wit_ on the 27t:t't day of September, 
1930, I was riding in your Ford Roadst~r truck a.t your 
special instance and request as a passenger, and it then and 
there became your duty to drive and operate your said Ford 
Roadster truck with ordinary care and in compliance with 
the statute laws, so as to avoid injuring me; yet you, dis-
regarding your duty in this respect and while driving your 
said Ford Roadster truck along the highway in Harnett 
County, North Carolina, about twelve (12) miles south of 
Sanford, North Carolina, did drive your automobile so care-
lessly, improperly, unlawfully and negligently and in· viola-
tion of the statute laws, that you ran it against another 
automobile at an intersecting road, whereby I was thrown 
with great violence and caught between your said Ford Road-
ster truck and the car which yon struck, and was thereby 
greatly bruised, hurt and wounded, and became and was sick, 
sore, lame and disordered, and have so continued 
page 2 } from the date of the said injury, all the result in 
part or in whole of violent blows about my body, 
my right hip bone being broken, my pelvic bond injured, my 
ribs mashed in, my skull being crushed to the extent that I 
was unconscious for more than a week, and I am in a highly 
nervous condition, with my hip, back, legs and body sore, 
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lam~ and disordered, by reason of which I ha"\Te had to ex-
pend large sums of money in endeavoring to be cured and 
healed of the said wounds, hurts, sickness and disorder; and 
that by reason of your negligence I am permanently insured 
and will not henceforth be able to pursue my usual trade 
and calling. __ 
. That your w~e particularly and specifically negligent ·in 
violating Section 2616 of the Consolidated Statutes of North 
Carolina, which reads as follows: "2616. Driving regula-
tions; :frightened animals; crossings. A person operating or 
driving a motor vehicle shall, on signal by raising the hand, 
from a person riding, leading, or driving .a hor~e·or horses or 
other draft animals, bring such motor vehicle immediately 
to a stop, and, if traveling in the opposite direction remain 
stationary so long as may be reasonable to allow such horse 
or other animal to pass, and, if traveling in the same direc-
tion, use reasonable caution in thereafter passing such horse 
or other animal; Provided, that in case such horse o.r other 
animal appears badly frightened, and the person operating 
such motor vehicle is so ~ignaled to do, such person shall 
cause the motor of the motor vehicle to cease running so long 
as shall be reasonable· necessary to prevent accident and in-
sure the safety of others; and it shall also be the duty of any 
male chauffeur or driver of any motor vehicle and other male · 
occupants thereof over the age of sixteen years while passing 
any horse, horses or other dra.ft animals which appear 
frightened, upon the request of the person in charge there-
Qf and driving such horse or horses or other draft animals, 
to give such assistance as would be reasonable to insure the 
safety of all persons concerned and to prevent accident. In 
approaching or passing a car of a street railway which has 
been stopped to allow passengers to alight or embark, -the 
opera tor of ·every motor vehicle shall slow down, 
page 3 ~ and shall bring said vehicle to a full stop when 
. · going in the same directions a.s the street car. Upon 
approaching a pedestrian who is upon the traveled part of 
any highway, and not upon a sidewalk, and upon ·approaching 
an intersecting highway or a curve, or a corner in a highway 
where the. operator's view is obstructed, every person ope-
rating a motor veh.icle shall slow .down and give a timely 
signal with his bell, horn, or. other device for a signaling. 
Upon approaching an intersecting highway, a. bridge, iJ.am, 
sharp curve, or deed descent, and also in traversing such in-
tersecting '_p.ighway, bridge, dam, curve, or descent, a person 
operating a motor vehicle shall have it under control and 
operate it at such speed, not to exceed ten miles an hour, 
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having regard to the traffic then on such highway and the 
safety of the public", in that you failed to give a signal with 
either bell, horn, or other device for signaling, and that you 
did not. have your car under control when approaching an 
intersecting highway, and I specifically charge you with neg-
ligence in violating Section 2618 of the Consolidated Statutes 
of North Carolina, which reads as follows: 
'' 2618. No. person shall operate a motor vehicle upon the 
public highways of this state recklessly or at a ra.te of ~peed 
greater than is reasonable and proper having regard Lo the · 
width, traffic and use of the highway, or so as to endanger 
the property or the life or limb of any person; Provided that 
no person shall opera~e a motor vehicle on any public high-
way, road or street of this state at a rate of speed in exces·s 
of 
(A) Twenty miles per hour in the built-up residential sec-
tion of any village, town or city; Provided that on any high-
way, road or street entering any city, town or village the 
built-up residential section shall be construed to begin at the 
first point between which point and a point one thousand 
feet away on said street, road or highway there are as many 
as eight residences. 
(B) Twelve miles per hour in the bus~ness portion of any 
town or city. 
(C) Fifteen miles· per house while passing any church or 
school when people are leaving or entering. · ·· 
page 4} (D) Fifteen miles· per hour in traversing an in-
tersection of highways When the driver's view is O])-
structed. A driver's view shall be deemed to be obstructed 
when at any time during the last one hundred feet · of ·his 
approach to such intersection he does not have a clear and 
uninterrupted view upon all of the highways entering such· 
intersection for a distance of two hundred feet from suelt 
intersection. 
(E) Fifteen miles per hour in traversing or going around 
corners of a highway or at apex or vertical curv('s when the 
driver's view is obstructed within a distance of three linn-· 
dred feet along such highway in the direction of travel and- · 
at places where the road is under repair or construction.· 
'· 
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(F)· Thirty-five miles per hour on all highways beyond 
the built-up residential section of incorporated cities or towns 
except at points described in sub-sections C, D· & E of this 
Section. 
The governing body of every incorporated city o1• towu 
shall have authority by ordinance to make reasonable street 
crossing regulations. 
No person shall operate upon the public highways or streets 
a motor vehicle with a muffler cutout open or With exhaust 
whistle or other objectionable signal devices. Thi~ £::ection 
shall not be construed as repealing any public; local law JlrO .. 
viding for a greater rate of speed than herein specifit~d or 
a cliffer~nt penalty for the violation thereof"; in that you 
violated every sub.sectiort thereof and as a direct and JJroxi .. 
mate cause of the negligence complained of, I was inJured 
as aforesaid and damaged to the amount of $10,000 (ten ' 
thousand dollars) and therefore, I shall move the Court as 
aforesaid on the date aforesaid for judgment against you in 
the sum of ten thousand ( $10,000.00) dollars. · 
FITZHUGH LEE WARREN. 
"RETURN ON NOTICE.'' 
Executed oh the 21st day of Novetnbet, 1930, by delivering 
a true· copy of the within notice to Howard Baise in person, 
within my bailiwick. 
P. H. BOISSEAU; 
· Sgt. City of Danville, Va. 
By- N. E" DlXON, Deputy Sgt. 
' . 
page 5 } And at another da.y, to-wit: At a . Corporation 
Court of Danville, held at the Court-house there-
of, on the 8th day of December, 1930. This day came the 
plaintiff by his Attorney, and it appearing to the Court that 
the defendant has had leglll notice of this motion as required 
by law, and not appearing to _pleadf arts we! or demur, there-
npoii came a jury, to-:wit:~ Jno. G. Witcher, Jas. W. Fer-
guson, J. T. Link, C. R. Long, G. 0. Glasgow, W. N. Baisey 
and J. 0. Boatwright, who being elected, tried and sworn 
according to law, well and truly to assess the damages which 
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the plaintiff has Sustained by occasion of the matters in the 
Notice mentioned, and having heard the evidence, upon their 
oath do say; ''We the jury find for the plaintiff and assess 
his damages at $2,000.00. '' .. 
Therefore it is considered by the Court that the plaintiff 
7;ecover against the said defendant Two Thousand Dollars 
( $2,000.00), his damages by the jurors in their verdiot ascer-
tained, with interest thereon at six per cent. per annum from 
today, to-wit: t~e 8th day of December, 1930, till paid, and his 
costs by him about his notice in this behalf expended. And 
the said defendant in Mercy, &c. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Corporation Court of 
Danville, held at the Court-house thereof, on the 15th day 
of December, 1930. 
This day came the pa.rties by their Attorneys, thereupon 011 
motion of said defendant and for reasons appearing to the 
Court, it is ordered that the verdict and judgment rendered 
in this cause at this term of the Court be set aside and a 
new trial granted the said defendant on condition that he 
pay the costs of the former ttial. Whereupon on further 
motion of said defendant he has leave to file his grounds 
of defense relied on in this cause, \Vhich is accordingly filed .. 
And said cause is continued till February Court next. 
''GROUNDS OF 1JE:B1:m:N·SE,'' 
The defendant. will rely upon the plea of general issue but 
further states that the plaintiff lias not suffered the ~amage 
complained of; that his injuries from the automobile acci-
dent were, fortunately, very slight, tnid further, the defendant 
says that the plaintiff was a passenger in his auto-
page 6 r mobile; that the defendant was not guilty of any 
negligence whatsoever which was the proximate 
cause of the acc~dent; th~.t the collision resulted wholly from 
the. tegligence of Mrs. $. J~ Webster, who was driving an auto~ 
mobile out £rom a road which intersected the main state high-
way of the State o£ North Carolina and that she in violation 
of the law, drove out of said intersection on to the main 
highway- striking the car which defendant was driving, and 
defendant was in no way responsible nor was he guilty of 
any negilgence whatsoever. 
H. T. BAISE, Defendant. 
By CoUiisel. 
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And at another day, to-wit: At a Corporation Court of 
Danvil~e, held at the Court-house thereof on the 5th day of 
February, 1931. This day came again the parties by their 
Attorneys, thereupon the said defendant saith' that he is not 
guilty in manner and form as in the plaintiff's Notice against 
him is alleged, and of this he puts himself upon\.the Country, 
and the plaintiff doth the like. 
Whereupon came a jury, to-wit: C. D. Bennett, Clarence 
R .. Cowan, Clarence A. Coley, Raymond V. Clutter, B. V. 
·Booth, Jr., llenry B. McCormick, and Leon 0. Davis, who 
being elected tried and sworn according to law, well and truly 
-to try the issue joined, and having heard the evidence in full, 
were by consent of parties and with the assent of the Court, 
adjourned till tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock. 
And at another day, to-wit: At a Corporation Cou1·t of 
Danville, held at the Court-house thereof on the 6th day of 
February, 1931. 
This day came again the parties by their Attorneys, and 
the jury sworn in this cause appeared in Court according to 
their adjournment on yesterday, and having heard the argu-
ment of Counsel, were sent out .of Court to consult of their 
verdict, and after some time returned and upon their oath 
do say, ''We the jury find for the plaintiff and f1X the dam-
ages at the sum of $3,000.00' '. 
Whereupon the said defendant moved the Court to set aside 
the verdict rendered in this cause against him and grant hiin 
a new trial on the ground that the same in contrary 
page 7 ~ to the law and the evidence, and said cause having 
been fully argued and submitted, the Court takes 
tiihe to consider of its judgment on said motion, and said 
cause is continued. · 
And now at this day, to-wit: In Vacation. In the Corpora-
tion Court of Danville, on the 25th day of February, 1931, 
being the day and year first herein mentioned. 
The Judge having maturely considered the ·motion to set · 
· aside the verdict and grant a new trial in this cause, which 
motion was fully argued and submitted in term time, doth ' 
overrule said motion. 
Therefore it is considered by the Court that the plaintiff 
recover agaihst the said defendant Three Thousand Dollars 
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($3,000.00), his damages by the jurors in their verdict ascer-
tained, with interest thereon at six per cent. per annum from 
to-day, to-wit: the 25th day of February, 1931, till paid, and 
his costs by him about his Notice in this behalf expended. 
And the said defendant in Mercy, &c .. 
To which action of the Judge of said. Court in refusing to 
set aside said verdict . and overruling the defendant's motion 
for a new trial and in entering up judgment on said verdict 
against him, the said defendant by counsel excepts. 
And the said defendant intimating to the Court his inten-
tion to apply to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia 
for a writ of error and supersedeas 'to the judgment afore~ 
said, it is ordered that the same be suspended for sixty days, 
upon the said defendant or some one for him, executing be-
fore the Clerk of said. Court, on or before the 7th day of 
March, 1931, bond with approved security in the penalty 
oi $3,500.00 payable and conditioned according to law. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, ·Judge. 
And a.t another day, to-wit: In Vacation. In the Clerk's 
Office of the Corporation Court of Danville, on the 1st day 
of May, 1931. The following order was this day received 
and herein entered, to-wit: 
The defendant, by counsel having presented his certificates 
of exception numbered 1 to 6 inclusive, to the Judge on April 
22nd, 1931, which said certificates were signed by the Judge 
on April 25th, 1931, an"d counsel for plaintiff hav-
page 8 ~ ing filed with the Judge an affidavit appertaining 
· to the notice as to the presenting of the certificates, 
and the Judge having made a written statement as to the 
signing of said certificates of exception, it is therefore con~ 
sidered and hereby ordered that the said certificates of ex-
ception numbered 1 to 6 inclusive and the aforesaid state-
ment and affidavit be, and the same are hereby made a part 
of the record in this case. . . 
The Clerk of this Court is directed to enter this order in 
vacation. · 
Given under my hand this the 1st day of May, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
j ll Supreme Court of Appeals ol :Virginia~ 
page 9 } In the Corporation Court of Danviile: 
STATEMENT OF THE JUDGE AS TO THE EXCEP-
TIONS. 
Fitzhugh Lee Warren 
vs. 
Howard T. Ba1se. 
1, Henry c ... Leigh, Judge of the Corporation Court o£ Dan~ 
v_ille, do herepy certify that the certificates of exception in 
tlie above styled case were f\led with ~e by the ~tto~ey for 
t~e defendant on April 22nd, 1931; t~at althougJt certificate 
No. 1 stated that notice had been given in 'Yrj.ting to ~p­
posing counsel, effor~s were made by me to adyi1;1e Mr. Wil-
liams t~at the cerbncates had been pJ.'esente~ in order to 
afford him an opp·ortunity to examine them. befor.e they were 
signed; that on the morning April 25th, 19311 .Mra Williams 
was reached by telephone, and he then stated that he had 
just received the notice left at his office by counsel·for de-
fendant. I got the impression from this telephone conv_e!-
sation that J\IIr. Williams had received knowledge that tlie 
ce~ific~tes would be presented* but. was contending that the 
no~1ce had not been_ served by an . officer or accepted by him. 
Whereupon I stated to him that I would advise counsel for 
defendant o£ what he said and have him served with notice. 
Upon reflection, realizing that the service of notice was not. 
essential, ~nd that it was then too late perhaps to serve the 
notice, and believing that plaintiff's counsel had hi fact re-
ceiyed knowledge that t1Je ~xceptions would· be presented* 
without further communicating with plaintiff's counsel the 
certificates were signed~ · 
On Ap:ril 29tht __ 1931, Mr~ Williams came to my office in re-
gard to the .~ertifi~ates. He then stated that he had received· 
no information about the ce.rtificates until the morning of 
April 25th .. I,Ie 'vas. t11en told by me that if he would show 
that ·the certificates did _not truly state the matters presented 
thereby that they would be .corrected, but he has not at-· 
tempted to show any errors in the record as shown by the 
certificates. 
Given under my hand this the a~t day of May, 1931 •. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
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page 10 ~ ''AFFIDAVIT OF H.UGH T. WILLIAMS, 
ATTORNEY.'' 
State of Virginia, 
City of Danville, to-wit: 
Personally appeared before me, Mary E. Hamlin, a Notary 
J?ublic in and for the State and City aforesaid, Hugh T. 
Williams, who first being duly sworn, deposed and stated 
as follows: 
"I am the attorney of record in the matter of Fitzhugh 
Lee Warren vs. H. T. Baise. On April 16~ 1931, my right 
foot became infected and on Friday, April 17th, it was swelled 
up to almost twice its natural size. I consulted on Friday, 
April 17th, Dr. Clyde Bailey who prescribed hot applica-
tions and !!dvised me 1to keep off my feet'. I immediately 
followed the Doctor's tt.dvice and did not return to work in 
my office until Saturday morning, April 25th. · 
''On the said Saturday morning, April 25th; the attach eel 
letter from Harris1 Harvey & Brown, requesting me to accept se!vic~z. was found hr me on iny desk ·and my stenographer, 
1\!Iss lVlary E. Hamhn, advised me that Mrs. ~annye How-
ard, stenographer of. Harris, Harvey & Brown, had brought 
the letter in a sealed envelope to my office on Monday after-
noon, April 20th, and that she was not advised as to the 
purport of same. · , . . · 
''Approximately ten minutes after I had read the letter 
on Saturday, April 25th, the Honorable Henry C. Leigh. 
Judge of the Corporation Court o£ Da.nVille, called me and 
told me that he had the exceptions before him, at which 
time I explained to the Judge that I had received no notice 
until a few tnittttteg before and that I would not accept service 
on same; whereupon, the said Judge Leigh told me that he 
would 'phone Mr. Harris' office to have me served with 
notice.'' 
HUGH T. WILLIAMS. 
Subscribed and sworn to b.~£ ore me this 29th. day of April, 
1931, - . 
1\Iy commission expires on the 6th day of July, 1933. 
MARY ln. HAMLIN, 
Notary Public. 
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page 11 } ''NOTICE OF APPLICATION FOR BILLS OF 
EXCEPTIONS." 
Danville, Va., A.pl. 18, 1931. 
Mr. Hugh T. Williams, 
Atto.rney for Fitzhugh Lee Warren, 
Danville, Va. 
Please t'ake notice that on Wednesday, the 22nd day of 
April, 1931 at ten o'clock A.M., we will present to the Honor-
able Henry C. Leigh, Judge of the Corporation Court of 
Danville, bill of exceptions in the case of Fitzhugh Lee War-
ren vs. H. T. Baise. 
We will be glaa if you will appear on that day if you de-
sire to be heard on the exceptions. 
Further on the 23rd day of April; 1931, we will apply to 
Otis Bradley, Clerk of the Corporation Court of Danville, · 
Virginia, for a transcript of the record for the purpose of 
applying to the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia for 
writ of error. · 
. HARRIS, HARVEY & -BROWN, 
HARRIS, HARVEY & BROWN, 
Counsel for H. T. Baise. 
Timely service accepted this day of April, 1931. 
..................... ' 
Counsel for ·Fitzhugh Lee Warren. 
page 12} ''BILL OF EXCEPTION NO. 1." 
Be it remembered that after due notice in writing of the 
time and place to oppsing counsel as to the signing and seal-
ing of the bills of exceptions in this cause, it is hereby 
certified that the following is all of the evidence introduced 
by the parties and that same is hereby identified and made 
a part of the record. 
Filed with me Apl. 22nd, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
The following evidence is all that was produced on the 
trial of this case. · 
Teste: This 25th. day of April, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
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"EVIDENCE." 
page 13 ~ DR. J. J.· NEAL. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams : 
Q. You are Dr. J. J. Neal 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. You.are a practicing physician in the City of Danville! 
ll. Yes. _ . 
Q. For how long have you been practicing? 
A. In Danville since 1920. Q. In,all? 
A. Since 1917. 
Q. Where did you go to school? 
A. Jefferson Medical College. 
Q. Is that a recognized, standard medical school! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you called in to see Mr. Lee Warren and, if so, 
whenf 
A. Sept. 28th. 
Q. Have you your records here with you? 
A. No. 
Q. In your examination of him did you have the benefit 
of an X Ray picture? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. By whom was it taken 7 
A. Dr. Hawkins. 
Q. Tell the' jury just what was the result of your examina-
tion. What had happened to Mr. Warren? . 
A. Result of the ·x Ray or complete examination Y 
Q. Complete examination. · 
A. Mr. Warren was suffering a great deal. Complained of 
his head and hip. I am riot prepared to say whether Mr. War-
ren was entirely conscious or not. He answered a1l 
page 14 ~ my questions and talked but I have an idea that 
· at first he was more or less delirious. The exami-
nation showed injuries and bruises to his head. · Did not 
amount to much in my estimation. He had a great deal of 
pain in his right chest under his shoulder blade. The X 
Ray examination did not show any broken bones of that. 
He complained .of a pain in his hip. He had a fractured 
pelvis. , 
Q. What is the function of the pelvis Y 
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A. It is the bony frame work of the lower portion of the 
body made up of three bones. 
Q. State whether or not that is the structure on which tb~ · 
heavy part of the body rests. . 
A. Yes and als.o the structure that supports the legs. 
Q. In every day language you mean it was broken Y 
A. Yes. · · · 
Q. Have you been treating him since that time Y 
A: Yes. 
Q. What is the situation with reference to his back Y 
A. He still complains a great deal of his back .. · . 
Q. Is that the na:tural and probable result of his injury as 
you found him Y · 
A. I think so. 
Q. I wish you would tell the jury from your examination of 
this man and the history of his case whether or not in· your 
opinion he will permanently have pain Y 
A. Some.· Yes. The fracture itself is healed and in good 
condition but I think in the fracture he had something that 
does not . show in the X Ray-a. straining of the back and 
anatomically speaking a change in a more or less fixed joint; 
the sacro-iliac joint. That would not show on the X·Ray pic· 
ture. 
Q. What will be the extent or result of that -injury upon 
his work, assuming that he was a tobacco man and has to 
stand on his feet and get tobacco up on baskets, 
page 15 } etc. Y · 
A. I ca.n only surmise. 
Q. What is your opinion Y 
A. My opinion is that he will have some pain from time 
to time. 
Q. And there is a fixation in that pelvis that has grown 
up around there. It is not like it was beforef 
A. I don't think it is. 
Q. Have you the X Ray pictur~ with you Y 
A. No. 
Q. From the nature of that injury will you tell the jurv 
whether or· not the ma.n suffered pain Y -
A. Yes, tremendous pain. 
Q. What is your bill for services to date Y 
A. Am I allowed anything for time this morning? 
Q. I would not say that. 
A. This is the most important morning for me. I had to 
get some other doctor to do my work. 
Q. Mr. Warren will have to look after that. 
A. Approximately $75.00. 
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Q. That does not include the X Ray and hospital bills at 
Sanford. That is for. your billY . 
A. Yes. , 
Q. That does not include the medicine bills f 
A. No. 
No questions by counsel for defendant. 
DR. J. A. HAWKINS. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams : 
Q. "You are Dr. J. A. Hawkins? 
page 16 ~ A. Yes. 
Q. You are a so-called X Ray expert in Dan-
ville and have a machine for that purpose?· 
A. Yes. 
Q. Were you called upon to examine Mr. Warren and make 
a picture of his injuries ? 
, A. Yes. 
Q. The picture is on its way down here? 
A. Yes. 
Q. While it is coming I wish you would tell the jury what 
that examination discloses t 
A. There are two sets of these pictures and they show two 
or three fractures in his pelvis. I don't remember whether 
there are two or three. 
Q. I wish yon would in language that laymen understand 
thoroughly explain the function of the pelvic bone and de-
scribe how his pelvic bone has been left by reason of that 
injury? 
A. The pelvis is a bone and ring-two bones that articulate 
or join with each other in front and this last bone of the 
spinal column is fitted in between these two pelvic bones at 
the back and there is a socket in each pelvic bone for the 
bone in the leg. ·That is the hip joint. The two pelvic bones 
and that last bone of the spine support the weight of every-
thing through the legs on to the spine. 
· Q. That bears the weight of the heavy part of the body? 
A. Yes, the weight of the trunk through the spine. 
Q. When the pelvic bone is broken, state whether or not it is 
calculated to cause pains in the back? 
·A. I should say it would be. 
Q. Just show the jury the breaks in this man's pelvic honeY 
(Referring to X Ray pictures heretofore referred to.) 
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Dr. Hawkins showed the pictures to the jury indicating 
three breaks. · . . 
page 17 ~ Q. What happens when nature is doing the best 
she can with breaks f 
A. New bone is formed around there to hold it up. -
Q. What is called a callous, is it not? -
A. Yes. 
No question by counsel for ~efendant. 
FITZHUGH LEE WARREN.-
DffiECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. ·Williams: 
Q. Your name is Fitzhugh Lee Warren f 
A. Yes. 




Q. Before this injury what sort of work were you doin·g! 
A. In the tobacco business. 
Q. In what capacity! What kind of-tobac~ business did 
you doY . 
A. Buying and re-selling. Re-handling tobacco. 
Q. I believe you were a passenger in Mr. Baise's automo-
bile the day the accident happened. That is conceded Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Coming down to the point of the accident. How far be-
low the accident happened was Mr. Hollifield picked upf 
A. I reckon 10 or 12lniles. Maybe a. little further. 
Q. Where were· you sitting in this carY 
A. On the car beside Mr. Baise. 
Q. Coming down ·to. these intersecting roads first explain 
to the jury exactly what the situation is. with reference to 
that cross road;· where it leads and what it is used forf 
A. Where the cross-road was was a store on the road and·a 
filling station. A long store and it came right to the main 
highway. Y oil could not see anything coming into 
page 18 } the main road and on the left the lumber yard 
. cut off the view from that side. 
Q. As you come down above that store there how was the 
road with reference to being hillyY 
A. -Right good little grade until you get to the top. Could 
not see anything in front until you got to the top of the 
knob. · . . . . 
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Q. How far is that little peak from that cross roads Y 
A. Just a rough guess, I imagine 75 yards. 
Q. Between that peak what is along the road Y 
A. Sign ''Cross Roads''. 
Q. How far from the peak going down to that cross road 1 
A. I imagine 15 or maybe 20 steps. 
Q. As you got to the peak of the road how fast was Mr. 
Baise running? 
A. Pretty good gait. 40 or 45 miles an hour I imagine. 
Q. As you got to the peak and came over the ~ill did you 
say anything to Mr. Baise, or not f -
A. I mentioned when we were coming up that hill that he 
ought not to drive so fast over a place like that. Might meet 
somebody. Cannot see over the other side. 
Q. Did you see anything? 
A. Car coming in as we turned down the road as it went 
behind the store. · 
Q. Did you say anything to Mr. Baise? 
A. I told him to look out there was a car going in there. 
Q. Did Mr. Baise check his speed? 
A. Not a bit. 
Q. How fast was he running then 7 
Q." Looked like he kept picking up. He did not lmock the 
gas off. It wa~ the kind of car you feed the gas with your 
hand. 
Q. I Will hand you a rough plan of the road. 
Plan filed as Exhibit No. 1. 
page 19 } This is supposed to be the road from Fairmont 
to Danville and here you were back 75 or 80 yards Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. And cross road signs on the road Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Store at the fork of this road Y 
A. Yes. · 
Q. On this side you say there was a lumber piie? 
A. Yes. Big lumber pile. Big lumber yard. Lumber camo 
down to 15 or 20 steps from this main road. · 
Q. Is this the railroad station t 
A. Yes. 
Q. W!,at is the nam~7~ 
A. I don't lmow that. · I did not pay any attention .to it. 
Q. I understand when you got to this store you saw tlJC 
carY 
A. Yes. 
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Q .. And you warned Mr. Baise then Y 
A. Told hirq to watch out was a car coming. . 
Q. Did he blow his hornY 
A. No. 
Q. lie did not check his speed at allY 
A. No. 
Q. Where did this accident happenY 
l 
A. Right in front or beyond the front of this store where 
this intersecting road came in. 
Q. Did Mr. Baise run into the lady or did she run into him? 
A. Ran in broadside. 
Q. Yon mean Mr. Baise ran broadside into the lady f 
A. Yes. 
Q. What happened to you? 
page 20 ~ A. Knocked me unconscious. 
Q. When you woke up where were you Y 
A. In tlie hospital at Sanford. . . · 
Q. Prior to that injury did you have any bones broken or 
was anything. wrong with you at all. Were you heal~hy .and 
strong¥ . · · .. . · 
A. Healthy and stout as I ever was i~ my. hfe .. 
Q. After that accident have you been able to work si~ce 
and follow your usual trade and calling? 
A. Have not been able to stay up all day without lying~ 
down sometimes two or three hours during the day. 
Q. Did you suffer much Y 
A. Suffer lots. 
Q. Do you suffer now? 
A. Yes. 
Cq!. Show the jury where· ·are the pains 1 
A. Through just below the waist of my pants down to the 
end of my backbone and down right in ~ere. Under tha.t right 
shoulder blade gave me lot of trouble. . · 
Q. Can you sleep at night Y 
A. No, I don't rest. Cannot lay on my right· side. Looks 
like somet~ing lashing together on my hip and I ~ever _could 
sleep on my left side. . 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris : 
Q. What sort of automobile was this? . . 
A. T Model Ford run up with truck body on t~e back~ 
Q. Where was Hollifield Y 
A. Sitting in the back of the truck. 
Q. Which way did he have his face turned 1 
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A. Sitting with his back to the left, 'facing the right. 
Q. What was he sitting on7 
A. Sitting down in the body. Was not nothing· 
page 21 } in the truck except a lot of extra casing and I 
had a small suitcase and Mr. Baise had his. He 
might have been sitting on the old casing or flat down iu 
the body. Was not seat in there. · 
Q. ·Mr. Baise was on the left and you on the right?. 
A. Yes. 
Q. Just room for two on the seat? 
A. Yes. 
Q. This was in the daytime 7 
A. Yes. 
Q. About what time of dayY 
A. Somewhere around three o'clock, possibly a few minutes 
to four. 
Q. Saturday afternoon Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. You were on what is known as Route 53? · 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that the main POad from Banford to where this all' 
came about? 
A. It is the one we travel, and I think the next town-
I forget the name of it. . 
Q. It is the main traveled road you all travel constantly 
from Danville 7 
A. Yes, that is the road we travel backwards and forwards. 
Q. It was the state highwayY 
A. Yes. 
Q. You saw the sign on the state highway that said cross 
roads? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where this little road came in was there a._ sign on that 
road for people to stop 7 
A. I dori't know. I never saw that. If it was it was facing 
the other way. . · 
· ,Q. It would have been facing the other way to tell people 
on that. road to stop Y , 
A. I did not see that. . 
Q. How long have you known Mr. Baise? 
page 22 ~ A. I reckon I been knowing him 4 or 5 years. 
Q. How did you happen t.o be a passenger in 
his automobile Y 
A. Just coming home that week end. He was coming by 
himself and wanted to know if I was coming home. 
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Q. You did not pay anything to ride-just coming along 
along as" a courtesy t 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Did you ever drive this automobile of Mr. BaiseY 
A. Never have. Not to amount to anything. I would catch 
hold of the steering wheel for him to light a cigarette. · 




By Mr. Williams: 
Q. When you were put in the hospital at Sanford, how long'' 
did you stay 7 
A. I left the following Sunday about four o'clock. 
Judge Leigh: 
Q. The next day? 
A. Yes. 
Mr~-Williams: • 
Q. Your wife and daughter came for you Y 
~Yes. · 
cy. What was your hospital bill down theref 
·-A_. $20.00. 
Q. What have your expenses with reference to medicine 
beenY 
A. I expect I have spent $25.00 in drugs.. I have not kept 
account., Rough. estimate I expect I have spent at least that 
much possibly more. 
Plaintiff rests. 
At this point Mr. Harris asked that the. jury might retire 
while he made a motion to the court. He tlien moved the 
court to strike out the testimony and direct a verdict for the 
· defendant on the grQunds that ±here had been no 
page 23 ~ evidence introd11ced which showed any negligence 
on the part of the defendant which could set up 
the proXimate cause of the inj"r~ry. ·· 
Judge Leigh stated that he could not pass on that at this 
time. · · 
Jury returned.-
' . . ... 
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HOWARD T. BAISE. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris : . 
Q. Your name is .Howard Baise f 
A. Yes. 
Q. Where do you live Y 
A. Jefferson St., Danville, Va. 
Q. How long have you lived in Danville Y 
A. Five years. 
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Q. Last September, the 27th, when this accident o~curred. 
where were you and what 'vere you doing at that time Y 
· A. On the tobacco market at Fairmont, N. C.,. rehandling .. 
tobacco. · 
Q. This accident happened Saturday afternoon? 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Will you tell the jury. the circumstances under which 
you made the trip home and how Mr. Warren came to be 
a passenger in your automobile Y _ 
· · A. I have been going to this tobacco market for 6 or 7,, 
possibly 8 years and I figured it is just an evening's drive 
and never spent a week~end at this place. Just there a couple 
of months. Have been there as long as three months. on· 
this particular occasion I was aiming to come home on 1\Jion-
day following-close out my stock of tobacco and be here 
for the Danville market. Mr. Warren came to me when he 
. found out I was going to stay over Monday~ He had figured. 
I would come home. I did not have anybody to come with. 
me and he anticipated coming with me. He eame 
page 24 r to me and said, ''Baise, are you going thome to-
morrow?" I said, "No, I did not sell my tobacco". 
He asked what I was going to do about it and I told him 
I was going to· stay ther~ and work up the tobacco tomorrow 
and close up Monday a~d go .home. He made a proposition 
tliat he would help me work up the tobacco and put it oui 
Saturday morning if I would 90me home Saturday. If a . 
. fellow never did spend a week-end away from h9me the dis;_ 
tance from Fairmont, it would natura~ly appeal to him to. 
come home. I told him ·I would accept the propos~tiou--. 
we would put out the tobacco and after dinner would leave 
Fairmont about one o'clock. 
Q. You left about one o'clock? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Tell me how yon happened to get Hollifield in the car? 
A. We came on a traffic department vehicle and I asked· 
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what the· trouble was and they said nq trouble at all-just 
out this side of ·F~yettevil~e ·or tl1e Ft. B~agg Reservation 
they are building a hard-surface road ~nd this side was a 
truck wrecked on the highway. I had to make a detour fur~ 
ther up and by this side of the Ch~vrolet truck wrecked Oll 
the highway 'vas this 1\1:r, Hollifield standing. As well as I 
remember he had on khaki pants and trousers. He held. his 
hand up signaling us to stop and I tho_ugh b~ w:a.s traveling 
on this :Qarticular truck-o1;1t of gas or some trouble and 
I could do him a kind~ess. At the time he held out his 
. hand I was making 40 miles and did not·_ se~ any need of 
burning my brakes ~nd went by before I atoJ!p~d. I turnea 
back and asked him what the trouble was and he answered 
me from the bftck of my truck~ Said he w~uted to gq to Car-
thage. He had got in back of my truck without "'any in vita.:. 
tion and· I started to stop and make him get out. I told hin1 
I was not going to Carthage and h~ said. he would get 
out at Sanford. When we got ·u.p the ro~cl possibly 7 mile~ 
we had de~o1;1rs to make. Through this parficular section· 
it was very narrow. Mr. Warren sitting besi<J,o. 
page 25 ~ me kept looking around at this man. I asked him· 
· what was the trouble a.nd he said he did not know 
what this man was up to and most every time I would say· 
anything h-e· would turn and look back. I did not pay ntuch · 
attention to the man. I thought he was just hitch-hiking to 
get up to Sanford. Did not worry me but seemed to worl·y' 
Mr. Warren. We came up the road a.nd did not have any 
trouble until we had the wreck. The hill that has been brought 
into evidence, we would not call it a J;rlll around down here 
but in that flat country it is a. hill and back 100 yards ymJ' 
can s.ee over this hUl. lt is not a high hill at all. There is a 
sign says ''Cross Roads'' just after getting over this riHe.' 
Knowing the road and ·knowing the store was in the inter-
section of the cross roads t throwed' my Ford in neutral an<l 
coasted down the hill. When I got over the hill-I think up· 
until I got over the hill I was making 40 or 45 an hour. 
Mighty hard to get more than that on.t of a Model T. IIatl 
it fairly wide open. Cutting this motor off l think when :i 
came to the intersection I was maldng 20 or 25 miles· ·an 
hour. At the rear of this storehouse was a neld of. 'corn. 
It must have been 14 or 16 feet high: Was· as tall -as a1iy 
corn I ever saw. At the rear of the cornfield was a· swam}1y 
p~ace and willows and sycamores. The· road crossing this 
main highway No. 53 was not visible to a p~rty going not'tli 
like I was until you got right on it. The trees and then the 
c_or~~ld and the storehouse w~s I w~uld say 50 f~et. Big 
• • !l 
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country store-two stories. I think they had a hall on the 
upper story. At the left across the railroad was lumber 
piles and further on up were lumber piles but the road w·as 
Visible. A party going east or a party going west like thia 
lady was that met me at the intersections, you would not 
see her until you are right on her. Don't hinkt I was as far 
as the length of that rail from the center of the intersection 
before I· saw her. The storehouse came -right out to the road 
and tlie:r;e was a·gas tank and on this particul~r day there was 
· a cro~d of people there. I don't know: wh~t~~ they 
page 26 } were paying· off or not but there were more pcbple 
there than all the times I' ever pas8ed there:· ·I 
suppose I have passed there ~t least 50 times. --1 I ·sdw this 
lady when I was right on her.· She was on a Model A and 
I was on a Model T. I thirik she· was making 35, possibly 
45 an hour. Looked to me like she was flying. I could not 
stop as close as I waa to the intersection~ I did not know 
'vhat to do and tho thought came to me to go to the left and 
try to shoot by and I pulled down on the gas lever. ~fodel 
'.:c ··answers to gas right qui~k. Coming up off ~f this road~ 
which i~ ~ CQ~P.t~y rqad, cQmip.g up on to !53 ·i~ a littr~ .:rise~ 
I w:oqld ~ay 2 ft. ri~~ {l·~d 15 f~et long, pos~ibly mor~.' . I 
was right h~ the ~~!lt~~ ~he~ 1 ~a~ this lady~~~~~ tirivin*-
well over to the right of th~ road. Of course going ~eros~ 
the road made the distance a little gr~ater, but right in t.he 
center, possibly~ little to one ~ide w~~ a rough plac~. l\'beri 
she saw me I don !t know what she ·said. She turned lopse 
the ste~ring wheel a.nd threw up lier hands and sa14 some~ 
thing sounded like ''0 Lordy2,. It is hard to tell everything 
that happens, at a tim~ like that. When she turned the wheel 
loose the car came on and hit .this rough· place. It seemed· 
that the Highway Department had torn up a little of the 1·qad 
there. Her right fore wheel hit that and cut her a littlo bit 
so ~he hit me sid.ew~ya and the force of the impact-I ~on 't 
know what part of the ca.l' it was on, but it tore the bumP.er 
off. Th~ bumper ·~as the fi~~t place it hit. Th~ bu~per was 
where the fender and runnl!lg board· join togeth~r and it 
stove in the side of the car and jammed the 'door so I could 
~ot g~f it op~n. I~ faet it. h~s not- wqrked sinQ~· . Knocked 
down both wheels on the right. The re~r it did not knock 
do~ entir~ly by.t I had · t9 ·get a n~'V. wheel. K!lo~k~d th~ 
whole front end of the car and bent the frame. And when 
h.er Ford. hit there CQ~ing sl~ntWI!Y~ li~r car~ a;nd my .. ca~ 
~ere moved up 30 feet before we stopped. Did not either 
~f\r turn ov~r but her Fo~d s~e~ed to ~wal? end~ a~d th~ 
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· -. rear i hum per stove around and went ¢{own in a , 
page 27 ~ briar patch and that took her off the· main high-
way and she went down that main highway 75 feet 
across the swamp and hit the fence post and stopped hf'r 
car. Mr. Warren he was on the seat by me. I would not 
be positive but I think he was looking back at the time at 
Mr. Hollifield through the rear window at the time of the 
accident happened. Things happen so quick it is hard to 
remember everything. ~{r. warren when everything got 
cooled down was lying over the door just as limp as a dish-
rag but moaning. The only sign of life in him was that 
he was moaning. Mr. Holl~eld was 10 or possibly 1.5 feet 
in· front of the front end of my Ford and he was bleeding 
at the mouth, nose and ears and Mr. Warren had a few 
scratches on his head. Knowing Mr. Warren and not know-
ing Mr. Hollifield-(To tell you the truth, I thought Mr. 
Hollifield was de!!d). Mr. Warren moaning. I went around· 
and tried to open the door and could not. I w~s weak. Don ~t­
know how I felt hardly.· Looked like I felt like dropping. 
And of all of the crowd in front of the store nobodv made 
an attempt to move. Everybody seemed to be horror· struck. 
After I found I could not get Mr. Warren· out I says, "Is. 
not any of you man enough to come and help a man pick 
up a man and a man injured seriously Y '' And when I said 
that two or three stepped up and helped me. raise Mr. Warren· 
out and I stepped back to get the seat of the Ford to lay 
his head on and about that time two gentlemen in a Model A 
Ford Sedan with a N. Y. License came up. One was the clerlr 
of the Wilrick Hotel in Sanford. The other gentleman a 
guest of the hotel. They drove up a.nd the ladies stepped 
out of the car and we put Mr. Warren and Mr. HollifiPld in 
this Ford and they carried them to Scott's Hospital in San-
ford. . · 
Q. You say this lady's car hit your car right where the. 
runnin~ board and the ·right :Band front fender join togetberY 
A. Yes. · 
Q. Did the front part of your car ever run into her at nil 7 
.A. No. 
page 28 } · Q: And the road you were on was No. 53 f 
A. Yes. · · 
Q. Is that ·a State Highway in North Carolina Y . 
A. One of the main traveled roads in that s.ection. 
Q. Describe to the jury what sort of road this lady was 
onY 
A. A graded road but a country road. I was raised in 
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North Carolina and up home we would call it just a good 
country road. 
Q. Tell us what sort of sign was on that road 7 
A. About 30 or 40 feet back, I don't know exactly tl1e dis-
tance, was a sign which said ''Stop''. 
Q. What was that sign for? 
A. As I understand the laws up there it means stop. 
Q. Means when you are coming into that road you must 
stop! · 
A. Yes, I know I ·had to talk mighty nice coming irJto the 
road once for not stopping. 
Q. Did this lady when she started into this intersection 
where 1;1he could see you did she undertake to stop her car f 
A. No. Just lost her head. She was not accustomed to 
driving so she and her husband told me. About the third or 
fourth time she had ever taken the car out to drive and 
s4~ came along there said she did not see anybody. Of course, 
the.· same thing that was keeping me from seeing. her .was 
keeping anybody coming along there from seeing me. Said 
she realized she was driving fast and when she saw me she 
just lost her head. Did· not ·know anything until somebody 
got her out of the car .. She was not hurt . 
. . Q. What part of-her car was damaged 7 
A. All over. Hit me with the front and ran into this little 
rough place. We did not come together and strike right end-
ways but came together slantways and it was tore up on 
all of- one side and rear and front too. 
Q. Was anybody in the car With her? 
A. Yes, she h~d a little· boy with her. Her only child nbout 
4 years old. Did not know that until the follow-
page 29 } ing ·Friday. He did not get a bruise. ,Just one 
. of these miraculous things that happens. 
Q. How far is this place from Danville 1 
· A. I would say roughly about 105 or 110 miles. 
Q. Of course it is in North Carolina.? 
A.- Yes. The cross roads is called Olivia. Saw mill there 
and quite a bit of lumber stacked all round in the ·fields. 
Q. Did you have any knowledge that Mrs. Webster was 
going into the intersection of that road until you got to tl1e 
intersection. yourself Y 
A.· Did not either of us know the other was anywher~ until 
we were right on each other. 
Q. Did Idr. Warren make a statement to you about lool< 
out yonder comes a car or anything of that sort? 
A. No.· · 
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·cROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
l 
Q. From your statement I think you will concede that-you 
all came down that road and that there was a store in thaf 
corner? 
A .. Yes. 
Q. You say there was some corn here Y 
A. Cornfield here and back beyond that a swamp ·with 
willows and sycamores. 
Q. As a matter of fact you could _not have seen anything 
coming out of the road here Y 
A. No. 
Q. On the left side is a pile of lumber Y 
A. Not on this end of the road. Back in here was some 
lumber. · Bulk of lumber on the other side of the railroad. 
Q. Yon know that is a railroad station? 
A. Yes. 
Q. Number of houses and stores there 1 
·page 30} A. Yes. -
Q. This is the road leading up to Olivia? 
A. Yes, village road. 
Q. I ~nderstand yon to tell the jury that certainly coming 
down for 100 feet you could not see 200 feet up this road 7 
· A. No. . 
Q. As a matter of fact you could not see 50 feet? 
A. Until I got directly in front of the store I could not see· 
by the corner of the store. 
Q. You had been by that place quite often f 
A. Yes~ 
Q. You knew these intersections were there¥ 
A. Yes. 
Q. And although yon knew the cross roads was there you nil 
came around there 20 to 25 miles an hour? · 
A. Yes. ' 
Q. When you came back you went to see Mr. Warren about 
this accident? 
A. Sir. 
Q. You talked with Mr. Warren about this accident! 
A. Yes. 
Q. Did you not tell Mr. Warren you were running 35 to 40 
miles an hour T 
A. No, I told her the lady was if I made any-statement 
to that effect. 
Q. Yon also stated tha.t you right front whell and right rear 
wheel was knocked down! 
. -
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A. Right front knocked 'down and right rear crushed so 
it had to be replaced. 
Q. And both of your front wheels Y 
A. Yes, the spokes were knocked out. 
Q. You did not blow your hornY 
A. I do not .recall. 
Q. You have lived in North Carolina 7 
page 31 ~ A. Yes. Q. Long timeY 
A. Born there and lived there ·until I was 23. 
Defendants rests. 
MRS. F. L. WARREN. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
Q. You are the wife of F. T. Warren 7 
· A~ Yes. 
Q. After your husband was brought back home did Mr. 
Baise come to your home and have some conversation with 
you about this accident? 
A. He did. . 
Q. Will you please state to the jury whether or not . he 
told you what speed he was driving a.t Y 
A. He said he. thought he was driving 35 or 40 miles an 
hour. · 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: .. 
Q. Did he say he was driving or the la4y was Y 
A. He was. I asked him if he was driving fast and Ito said 
35 to 40 miles. . 
Q. At what place Y 
A. When the wreck occurred. 
Q. y 01} mean right at the time of . the wreck~ . 
A. Yes. 
Q. Or before he got there Y 
A. When he had the wreck 
Q. How fast did he say he was driving before he got down 
to the place of the wreck Y . 
A.. I did not ask him. I asked him if fast driving caused 
it and he said he thought he was driving 35 or 40 miles an 
hour. · 
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M. C. WINSTEAD. 
DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: . 
. Q. Will you "please state your name to the jury! 
A. M. C. Winstead. 
page 32 ~ Q. What is your profession Y 
A. Lawyer .. 
Q. How long have you been practicing lawY 
A. Since 1901. 
Q. Where were you educated Y 




Q. Being engaged in the practice of law, have you also 
been Judge of the County Court in Caswell County, N.C. 7 
A. Yes. . 
Q. Are yon familiar with the North Carolina law with 
reference to intersections of roads and the right of way in 
the State of North Carolina Y 
A. ·I think so. 
Q. Judge Winstead in this case it is conceded by both plain-
tiff and -defendant that this map fairly represents the situ.; 
ation of a certain accident that happened in North Carolina 
and it is necessary for the jury and judge in trying this case 
to know what North Carolina law applies to this case since 
it happened in North Carolina. We understand it is con-
ceded, however, that the de~endant in this case was driving 
towards Danville from Fairmont when ·he got a point ~ome..; 
where around 100 yards from a certain intersection there is 
cross roads on this main highway. · Store on this corner 
and 16 foot cornfield which totally obstructed this cross road 
from this traveler's view. I will ask you if the North Caro~ 
lina statute provides what a driver of a car should do in 
that situation Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Will you please read the statute with reference to that 
situation-with reference to the duty of the driver of that 
carY . 
A. This is the Consolidated Statutes of North Carolina. ·· 
Q. Is that the present-law! · 
page 33 ~ A. Yes, I have the Amendments 1929 Statutes 
· with me. It is Section 2621 ( 46), sub-section 3. 
-~'15 miles an hour when approaching' within 50 feet and in 
traversing an intersection of highways when the driver's view 
is obstructed. The driver's view shall be deemed to be ob~ 
structed when at any one time during the last 100 feet of 
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his approach to saicT intersections he does not have a clear 
and uninterrupted view of said intersection and of the traffic 
upon all of the highways entering such intersection for a 
distance of 200 feet from such intersection. 
Q. Is there another section with reference to a man ap-
proaching an obstructed intersection Y 
A. You. mean 15 miles an hour going around curves'· 
Q. The intersections. 
A. That is the same section but sub-section 4. Sub-section 
4. 15 miles an hour in traversing or going· arounrl cul'vcs 
or traversing a grade upon the highway when the driver's 
view is obstructed within a distance of 200 feet along sueh. 
highway in the direction in which he is proceeding. · 
Q. Tha.t is the section that applies peculiarly to· this par-
ticular thing but will you read Section 2621, or you have 
said 15 miles an hour. State whether or not you mean a 
man cannot drive over 15 miles an hour under the~e circum-
stances!· . 
A. No, he is . to slow down. . . 
Q. Is he permitted to drive under those circumstances over 
15 miles an hour f 
.A. No. 
Q. :Have you an amendment there, Judge Winstead, to 
that section f 
A. Yes, I have 2621 ( 46) Restrictions as to speed. The-re 
it is the same as that. No amendment, but citations to more. 
cases. 
Q. Does it not cite you to the North Carolina SuprBme 
Court's construction of that decision in 196 N. 0. 214t 
A. Yes. 
page 34 ~ 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that 145 S. E. Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Is that the case cited, Goss vs. Willia.msf. 
Q. I will ask you Judge Winstead if that case does nof 
hold that in a. county road crossing a. main highway is m1 
intersection within the meaning of that statute Y 
A. Been some time since I read it. He says you are in-
structed that ''if a motor vehicle driver traversing inter-
secting highway at speed of more than 15 miles per hour, he. 
does so in violation of law, and is guilty of negligence ]Jer se, 
and that driver's view is obstrcuted at intersecting J;tigh-
wa.ys when, at any time during the last 100 feet, he does not 
have clear view of highway entering intersection fqr dis-
tance of 200 feet from intersection. That is the instruction 
of the court. · 
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Q. I ask you again whether or not the Supreme Court of 
North Carolina did not in that case hold .that a county road 
crossing a main highway is an intersection Y 
A. Yes. 
Q. Judge Winstead, I refer you to another se.ction, 2616, 
of your North Carolina law and ask you what that section: 
~equires with reference to a man approaching an intersection 
of this kind Y 
A. ''Every person operating a motor vehicle shall slow 
down and give a timely signal with his bell, horn or other 
device for signaling. Upon approaching an intersecting high-
way, a bridge, dam, sharp curve or deep descent ~nd also· 
in traversing such intersecting highway, bridge, dam, curve 
or descent; a person operating a motor vehicle shall have it 
under control and operate it at such speed, not to exceed 10 
miles an liour, having regard to the traffic then on sneh lligh-. 
way and the safety of the public.'' · 
page 35 ~. Q. Does that mean that in passing this inter-. 
section under these conditions you must slo·w do'\\"11 
to 10 miles an hourY 
A. Yes. I have not looked to see if there is an umeud-
ment to that. 
Q. I will ask you to look. That is Sec. 2616~ 
A. No, there is no amendment. The same case is cited·, 
·Goss vs. Williams, 145 S. E. 
Q. I will ask you if that is not construed in this paragraph~ 
in Goss vs. Willian~s? 
''In action for injrueis to boy struck by automobile while 
crossing highway, instruction regarding degree of care re-
quired of motorists, and stating that .,vhen . approaching 
pedestrian on traveled part of highway, and on approaching. 
intersecting highway or corner in highway when operator's · 
view is obstructed, motorists should slow down and give 
timely signal, and that failure to do so is negligence, held 
correct, under C. S. 2616." 
A. Yes. 
CROSS EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Harris: 
Q. Do I understand you to say that the law of North Caro-
lina is that any person driving along the highway at every 
intersection of that highway by any sort of road, country or 
Qtherwise, that he ·must slow his automobile down to 10 miles 
an honrf 
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.'A._ No, on every intersection of highway ~5 miles an hour. 
Q. I thought Sec. 2616 said 10 miles? . 
A. That was around curves and grades but the first section 
I read was 15 miles. This other was under different- con-
ditions. 
Q. It says upon approaching an intersecting highway, 
bridge, dam, sharp curve or deep descent, etc., it must be 
dovv.n to 10 nrniles an hour! 
. A. Yes, under these conditions. 
Q. Whenever he crosses a highway? 
A. Under our North Carolina law the State Highway Com-
mission, places warnings. For instance for an intersecting 
road they put a sign ''Cross Roads'' or ''Curve''· or some-
thing like that. That is to give motorists warn-
page 36 ~ ing that they are approaching some place and if 
they are obstructed in any way at an then it would 
be his duty to slow down to 15. 
Q. 10 or 15? 
A. 10 in some and 15 under some-not less than 15 any-
where. 
Q. If I was to drive my automobile from here to Yancey-
ville, wherever I saw one of these signs-intersection of road , 
-I must reduce my speed to 15 miles an hour7 
A. That is the law. I don't mean to say they all keep it. 
Q. Jrrom the point of view of an action for negligence to 
recover damages against the driver of an automobile w~hen 
a man is a passenger in the car, does this statute have any 
reference to his duty which he owes to a passenger in his 
automobile or do they refer to avoiding .injury to other peo-
ple using the highway? 
A. It is to either. Because a passenger-a man who takes 
a passenger· -is liable for that violation. As a matter . of 
ffl,ct a passenger does not in any way contribute to his 
negligence. 
Judge Leigh : 
Q. When you use the word -''passenger'' do you mean 
paid passenger or invite? 
A. Either. 
Mr; Harris: 
Q. Does the law of. North Carolina provide for .c.ertain 
highways where a rdad, or country road or small road in-
tersects it, provide for- putting up a. sign requiring the per-
son using that road to stop? 
Objected to. 
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. Mr: Williams: That is conceded. Regardless of how neg-
ligent Mrs. Webster may have been under his statement the 
defendant admits negligence . 
. Mr. Harris: He does not admit negligence. 
Objection overruled. 
page 37 ~ Q. Does the statute of North Carolina make 
a provision so that the State Highway Depart-
ment may post on small country roads intersecting the main 
used highways a sign on that road to direct what the people 
usi~g that road should do in approaching intersections Y 
.. A. They do . 
. Q. What does it give them the right to ·do7 
· · A. Put signs on there stating that they are inters,ecting a. 
certain public road. For instance here is a country road 
that intersects a main state highway, then the State High,vuy 
Commission have placed signs on that country road show-
ing there is ·an intersection there and people who traverse 
the state road have the right of way. 
Q. What ·must the person do who is on the country road Y 
A. They must stop. 
Q. Do they put up a sign saying they must stop! 
A. Yes . 
. Q. And the person traversing the State Highway has the 
right of way t : 
A. Yes. 
RE-DIRECT EXAMINATION. 
By Mr. Williams: 
· Q. That does not mean that a person on the ·right of way 
can exceed the speed limit even though . the other person 
may be negligent Y 
A. .Absolutely not. 
-·The foregoing .is a copy of the evidence produced on the. 
trial of this case. A pl. 25, 1931. · · · . · 
HENRY C. LEIGI-I, Judge. 
Teste: This 25th. day of ·April, 1931. 
HENRY C •. LEIGH, Judge. 
(See manuscript for drawing, Exhibit #1.) 
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page 38} BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 2. 
The following are all of the instructions, given for. both 
~he plaintiff and defendant in this ·case. · -
INSTRUCTION NO. 1. 
·(For the defendant.) 
The Court instructs the jury that the mere fact that War-
ren was injured while a passenger in the automobile driven 
by Baise does not. entitle him to recover a verdict in this 
case. Baise was not the ~nsurer of the safety of Warren and 
there can be no recovery until the preponderance of the evi-
(J.ence shows that Baise was guilty of negligence which was 
a proximate cause of the accident and the injury to Warren, 
and- by proximate cause is meant a cause without which 
the accident would not have occurred. If after hearing all 
of the evidence the jury ·believes that the sole proximate 
cause of the injury was the negligence of Mrs. Webster in· 
driving her car out from the side road into the intersection, 
then there can be no recovery in this case against Baise and 
the jury should find for the defendant. · 
INSTRUCTION NO. A. 
The court instructs the jury that the fact that Mrs. Web-
ster, the driver of··the other -car; may have been negligent 
does not preclude Warren from recovering from Baise, if 
the jury believe, from the evidence, that Baise was also neg-
ligent, and that his negligence ·concurred in producing the 
injury. 
INSTRUCTION. NO. 4. 
(For the defendant.) 
. The court instructs the ju~y that even though they may 
believe that Baise drove his car across the intersection at a 
speed in excess of fifteen (15) hliles per hour, this fact 
alone does not entitled Warren to a verdict against Raise-
unless the evidence further shows that such speed was a 
proximate cause of the accident, that is, a cause without 
which the accident would not have happened. · If the jury 
accident, that is, that the negligence of Baise, if any, -con-
curred in J?.O degree with her ne~ligence to produce the injury, 
they should find for the defendant. 
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INSTRUOTION NO. 1. 
(For the plaintiff.) 
The court instructs the jury that, as a matter of law, from 
the evidence in this case, the junction of State Highway No. 
53 and the road testified to as the road from which Mrs. 
Webster's car emer.g-ed, constitues "intersecting highways" 
within the meaning of the law. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 2. 
The court instructs the jury that if they believe £rom a 
preponderance of the evidence that the defendant, Baise, 
traversed the intersecting highways described in the evi-
dence at a. rate of speed greater than fifteen (15) miles per 
hour, he did so in violation of the North Carolina law and he 
is guilty of negligence per se for you are further instructed 
that a driver's view is obstructed at intersecting highway~: 
when at any time during the last one hundred (100') feet 
of his approach to such intersection he does not have a clear 
and uninterrupted view upon all of the highways entering 
such intersection for a distance of two httnared (200') feet 
from such intersection. 
INSTR.UCTION NO. 3. 
The court instructs the jury that the law requires every 
person operating an automobile upon a public highway to 
use that degree of care that a reasonably careful person 
would use under lilre or similar circumstances to prevent in-
jury or death to persons on or traveling over, upon or across 
such highway and that upon appr.oaching an intersecting 
highway when the operator's view is obstructed, the opera-
tor shall slow down and give a timely signal with his bell, 
horn or other device for signaling, and the failure of any 
person so operating snch motor vehicle so to do is negli-
gence .. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 4. 
(For the Plainti;ff.) 
The Court instructs the jury fhat if they believe from the 
evidence that the defendant, Baise, wa.s guilty of negligence, 
which was a proximate cause. of th~ irljurie~ su~tai11ed by 
the plaintiff, Warren, they shall find for the plaintiff and fix · 
his· damages at such sum as from the evidence to them shall 
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be reasonable and proper, not to exceed ten thousand ($10,-
000) Dollars. 
page 40} Teste: This 25th day of April; 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
Filed with me Apl. 22nd, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
:BILL OF EXClnPTIONS NO. 3. 
trpon the jury raiuttting a verdict ftlr the .. sum of Three 
Thousand ($3,000.00) Dollars in favor of the pls.intiff a:gainst 
the defendant, the defendant by counsel moved that the court 
set aside said verdict because same was contrary to the law 
and evidence .and because the ju~y h~d been improperly in-
structed, but th{! court overruled said ·i:tf.otion and on Feb:-
ruary 25, 1931, entered jtidgrn.ent oil said jury's verdict fot · 
$3,~QO.OO !lgainst the ~ef~da~t in f~vor of_. t~e t?l.a~nti:lf, to 
wh1ch acbon of the court IIi overrtihilg said motion the de-
fendattt duly excepted. 
Teste: This 25th dtty C>f April, 1931. 
HEN:RY C. LEI(llt, Judg~. 
Filed with me Apt. 2~nd; 1931. 
HEfNRY C. LEIGH1 Judge. 
page 41 } BILL OF EXCEPTION NO. 4. 
At the trial of this case the defendant off'er~d the following· 
instructions numbered respectively 10, 8 and f>. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 10. 
The court instructs the jury t!:tat. in ,approaching the inter-
secting road driving along rottd N 6. 53 Baise :had the tight 
of way and he had the right .to assume that Mrs. Webster 
·in driving her car would comply with the law of North Caxo-
lina and bring her car to a stop before entering the inter-
section. 
If the jury believe from the evidence that Baise in· ap-
-~--------------
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.proaching said intersection drove his automobile with usual 
and ordinary care under all of the circumstances and that 
the ·accident resulted from the negligence of Mrs. Warren 
and not from the negligence of Baise, then the jury must 
fuid a verdict for the defendant .. 
INSTRUCTION NO. 8. 
The court instructs the jury that the negligence .of Baise 
is the gist of this action and it is essential that the evidence 
should show his negligence and show that that negligence 
~as a proximate cause of tJ:e accident. N ~glig_~nce cannot be 
1nferred from the happening of the acmdent but must be 
~stablished by affirmative evidence and the burden to estab-
lish same rests upon the plaintiff. . · 
INSTRUCTION NO. 5. 
The court instruct.s the jury that an accident may occur . 
. for which there is no liability bufis what may fairly be termed 
an unavoidable accident. If the jury believe from the evi-
dence that the accident in this case· was of such a nature, 
that is to say tha.t it did not approximately result from the 
negligence of Baise, or, if, after hearing all of the evidence, 
the j11ry think it just as probable that the accident. did not 
result from the negligence of Baise as it did so result from 
his negligence, then the jury must find a verdict for the de-
fendant. 
To the giving of the foregoing instructions the plaintiff 
objected and the. court refused to give same, the 
page 42 } defendant insisting that said instructions correctly 
· ·stated the law and were not covered by any other 
instructions. · 
To the action· of the court in refusing to give said instruc-
tions the defendant duly excepted~ . 
Teste: This 25th day of April, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
· Filed with me Apl. 22nd, ;1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
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BILL OF EXCEPTIONS NO. 6. 
On motion of plaintiff the the court gave Instruction A, 
which appears in Bill of Exceptions No. 2, and the court 
amended und gave over the objection of the defendant In-
struction No. 4, offered by the defendant, Instruction No. 4 
as offered by defendant reading as follows: 
INSTRUCTION NO. 4. 
The Court instructs the jury that even though they may 
believe tha.t Baise drove his car across the intersection at a 
speed in excess. of fifteen (15) miles per hour, this fact alone 
does not entitle Warren to a verdict against Baise-unless 
the evidence further shows that such speed was a proximate 
cause of the accident, that is, a cause without which the· 
accident would not have happened. If the jury . believe that 
Mrs. Webster drove her car in violation of law and this 
act on ·her part was. the sole proximate cause of the accident, 
they· should find for the defendant. 
But the Court amended same by inserting the following lan-
guage ''that is, that the negligence of Baise, if any, concurred 
in no degree with her negligence to produce the injury". 
page 43 ~ To this action of the court the defendant duly· 
excepted, asserting his grounds of objection to b~ 
1st. That Instruction A ~s given permitted the jury to find 
a verdict against the defendant without regard to whether 
or not the negligence, if any, of Baise proximately contributed 
in producing the injury and that the amendment added by 
the court to Instruction No. 4 offered by the def~ndant em-
phasized this error. 
· 2nd. Upon the ground that Instruction A as given and In-
struction No. 4 as amended are in conflict with Instruction 
No. 1 which was given ~or the defendant. 
And also upon the ground that the court should hold as a 
_matte],'· of law that the all~ged negligence of Baise did not 
proXimately tribute to the accident and also upon the ground 
that the amendment to Instruction No. 4 where it used the 
words "in no degree" imposed too great a duty upon the 
defendant, Baise, but the court overruled said objection and 
Supreme Court of Appeals of :Virginia. 
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gave said instruction as above set out and defendant duly 
excepted. 
Teste : This 25th day of April, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, J ndge. 
Filed with me Apl. 22nd, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
page 44 ~ BILL OF EXCEPTION NO. 6. 
The defendant objected to the giving of any instruction 
for plaintiff which allowed recovery for plaintiff upon the 
ground that the evidence conclusively showed that the alleged 
negligence of Baise did not proximately contribute to the· 
accident, but the Court overruled said objection and gave 
said instructions a.s herein set out, to which action of the 
court the defendant duly excepted . 
. Teste: This ·25th day of April, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIG~, Judge. 
Filed wth me Apt 22, 1931. 
HENRY C. LEIGH, Judge. 
page 45 } State of Virginia, 
City of Danville, To-wit: 
I, Otis Bradley, Clerk of the Corporation Court of Dan-
ville, Virginia, do hereby certify that the foregoing is a true 
transcript of so much of the record and judicial proceedings 
of .said Court ·as I have been directed to copy in a certain· 
Notice of motion to recover judgment, lately pending in said 
Court between Fitzhugh Lee Warren, plaintiff, and Howard 
Baise, defendant. · 
:And I further certify that the defendant has filed ·with 
with me a written notice to the plaintiff of his intention to 
apply for a transcript of said record, which notice has been 
served on Hugh T. Williams, Attorney for said plaintiff. -
Given under my hand this lOth day of June, 1931. 
OTIS BR~LEY, Clerk. 
Clerk's Fee for Copy of Reeord2 $26.75 .. 
A Copy-Teste : 
H. STEW ART JONES, C. C. 
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